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Abstract: We present state-to-state differential cross sections for collisions of NO molecules (X\textsuperscript{2}Π\textsubscript{1/2}, j = 1/2\textsubscript{f}) with \textit{para-}H\textsubscript{2} and \textit{ortho-}D\textsubscript{2} molecules, at a collision energy of 510 and 450 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, respectively. The angular scattering distributions for various final states of the NO radical are measured with high resolution using a crossed molecular beam apparatus that employs the combination of Stark deceleration and velocity map imaging. Rotational rainbows as well as diffraction oscillations are fully resolved in the scattering images. The observed angular scattering distributions are in excellent agreement with the cross sections obtained from quantum close-coupling scattering calculations based on recently computed NO–H\textsubscript{2} potential energy surfaces, except for excitation of NO into the j = 7/2\textsubscript{f} channel. For this particular inelastic channel, a significant discrepancy with theory is observed, despite various additional measurements and calculations, at present, not understood.

1. Introduction

Crossed molecular beam scattering provides one of the most accurate and widely used approaches to probe the interactions between gas-phase particles.\textsuperscript{1} These interactions can be theoretically described by potential energy surfaces (PESs) that can be \textit{ab initio} calculated using quantum mechanical methods. Experimentally determined integral and differential cross sections (ICSs and DCSs) are sensitive probes of the PES. Comparison between experimental cross sections and cross sections derived from scattering calculations based on the PES has been a powerful strategy in the last decades to unravel the nature of molecular interactions. The ability to construct PESs with ever higher accuracy allows for the accurate prediction of cross sections and rate coefficients for a wide range of molecular processes and has large dividends in research fields ranging from astrochemistry and combustion to astrochemistry.

One of the benchmark systems for studying molecular interactions is rotational energy transfer in collisions between NO radicals and rare gas atoms. Due to the open-shell nature of the NO radical, the interaction between NO and its collision partner is governed by two PESs, which are non-adiabatically coupled. This allows for the study of collision dynamics beyond the Born–Oppenheimer approximation. Rotationally inelastic collisions between NO and rare gas atoms have been studied extensively, resulting in a wealth of experimental data.\textsuperscript{2–12} Near exact quantum scattering calculations on accurate PESs are possible, yielding scattering cross sections that are in excellent agreement with the most accurate experimental results.\textsuperscript{2,6} Collisions of NO radicals with other molecules, however, are much less well understood. Experimentally, it is difficult to control the molecular scattering partner, and only limited data is available on bimolecular systems.\textsuperscript{11} Theoretically, the added complexity of the nonspherical shape and internal degrees of freedom of the scattering partner renders the \textit{ab initio} calculations and fitting of the PESs much more difficult.

As a stepping stone toward the understanding of complex bimolecular systems, collisions between NO radicals and H\textsubscript{2} molecules have been the subject of a number of studies. H\textsubscript{2} (X\textsuperscript{1}Σ\textsubscript{g}\textsuperscript{+}) in its j = 0 rotational ground state is often regarded as the most simple molecule, and its electronic structure resembles the structure of an atom. In addition, the interaction between H\textsubscript{2} and other molecules plays an important role in astrophysics since H\textsubscript{2} is the most abundant molecule in interstellar space. Westley et al. studied differential cross sections for inelastic collisions of NO with He and D\textsubscript{2} for both spin–orbit conserving and spin–orbit changing transitions and found small differences in the rainbow positions between NO + He and NO + D\textsubscript{2}.\textsuperscript{14} By using a hexapole state selector, Gijsbertsen et al. found significant differences in rainbow positions between parity conserving and parity changing transitions.\textsuperscript{15} Luxford et al. reported the state-to-state DCSs and angular resolved rotational angular momentum polarization moments for collisions of electronically excited NO(A\textsuperscript{2}Σ\textsuperscript{+}) with D\textsubscript{2}.\textsuperscript{16} Recently, de Jongh et al. studied the DCS of NO + He and NO + \textit{ortho-}D\textsubscript{2} with high resolution as a function of the collision energy using a Stark decelerator, resolving diffraction oscillations in the angular distributions. Due to the larger size of D\textsubscript{2}, the differences in angular spacing between individual diffraction peaks were observed.\textsuperscript{17} Theoretically, two NO–H\textsubscript{2} PESs have been reported in the literature recently.\textsuperscript{18,19}
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In this article, we report on high-resolution measurements of inelastic collisions of NO radicals with $\text{para-H}_2$ and $\text{ortho-D}_2$ molecules at a collision energy of 510 and 450 cm$^{-1}$, respectively. The measurements are performed in a unique crossed beam apparatus that employs the combination of Stark deceleration and velocity map imaging. DCSs are probed for a variety of inelastic scattering channels. In the scattering images, fine structures in the angular distributions such as diffraction oscillations are fully resolved. The measured angular distributions are compared to the distributions predicted by quantum close coupling scattering calculations based on the recently developed $ab\ initio$ PESs for NO–$\text{H}_2$. Excellent agreement between experiment and theory is obtained, except for the scattering channel where NO is excited into the $(7/2f)$ state. This behavior is found for both NO–$\text{H}_2$ and NO–$\text{D}_2$ collisions. Despite numerous additional experimental and theoretical studies, this remarkable discrepancy remains and is, at present, unaccounted for.

2. METHODS

2.1. Experimental Setup. The crossed molecular beam scattering apparatus that is used in this work contains a Stark decelerator and velocity map imaging detector and is schematically shown in Figure 1. The operation and characterization of the Stark decelerator has been described in detail before. A beam of NO radicals is formed by expanding a mixture of 5% NO seeded in Kr at typical 1 bar pressure from a Nijmegen Pulsed Valve. After passing through the decelerator, a package of NO radicals is state-selectively detected using a (1 + 1 $\rightarrow$ 0) REMPI scheme.

2.2. Quantum Scattering Calculation. Coupled-channel or close-coupling calculations were performed to obtain the DCS for NO–$\text{ortho-D}_2$ and NO–$\text{para-H}_2$ collisions. Our scattering program for bimolecular collisions can also handle open-shell systems and was developed in Nijmegen. It uses a body-fixed channel basis, which simplifies the calculation of the matrix elements of the potential, applies a renormalized Numerov propagator in the radial coordinate $R$, and transforms to the usual space-fixed basis to apply $S$-matrix boundary conditions at large $R$. The Hamiltonian is the same as that described by Groenenboom et al., for OH–HCl, but the molecular parameters of NO and $\text{H}_2$ or $\text{D}_2$ are different, of course. Also, the channel basis and the matrix elements are the same as in the bound state calculations of ref 26.

Two sets of PESs are currently available for NO–$\text{H}_2$ and are described by de Jongh et al. and Klos et al. These PESs employ subtle differences in their approximations and result in...
minor differences at low collision energies in the calculations of the integral and differential cross sections. At the relatively high collision energies employed in this work, the resulting differences in DCSs and ICSs from the two sets of PESs are negligible. Although the vibrationally averaged bond length of D₂ differs from that of H₂, we used the same interaction potential for NO-D₂ as for NO-H₂. Hence, these two systems only differ in the reduced mass and the rotational constants. For the NO-H₂ calculations, all the partial waves that contribute up to a total angular momentum \( \ell = 40.5 \) and rotational levels up to \( \hbar = 10.5 \) and \( J_{\text{H}_2} = 3 \) were included in the channel basis. For the NO-D₂ calculations, we included partial waves contributing to \( \ell = 60.5 \) and rotational levels up to \( \hbar = 15.5 \) and \( J_{\text{D}_2} = 3 \). The total number of channel functions employed in these calculations amounts to more than 2500. For both the NO-H₂ and NO-D₂ scattering calculations the wave function was propagated on a radial grid ranging from \( R = 4.5 \) to 40 \( a_0 \) with a grid spacing of 0.1 \( a_0 \). The calculated DCSs are used as input for simulations that account for the experimental conditions.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Procedures and Simulations. All measurements presented in this article are conducted, analyzed, and compared to theoretical calculations in the same way. To illustrate the procedures, we present in Figure 2 the results for the scattering process NO (1/2f) + para-H₂ → NO (3/2e) + para-H₂. (a) Raw experimental (left) and simulated (right) scattering image. (b) Comparison of the experimental angular scattering distribution with the DCS predicted by theory. (c) Comparison of the angular scattering distributions from the experimental and simulated images. (d) Rotational energy level diagram of NO indicating the collision-induced inelastic transition, with A-doubling splitting exaggerated for clarity.

![Figure 2](image)

Process NO (1/2f) + para-H₂ → NO (3/2e) + para-H₂ as an example. Part of the rotational energy level diagram of NO is shown in Figure 2d, where the red arrow indicates the collision-induced rotational excitation discussed here. Only the spin–orbit conserving transitions were probed in the work presented in this article. The results for all final states and NO + D₂ collisions are presented in sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

The raw experimental scattering image is shown in Figure 2a. Throughout this article, images are presented such that the relative velocity vector is directed horizontally, with forward scattered angles positioned at the right side of the image. A small segment of the image around forward scattering is masked because of the imperfect state selection of the NO packet. The signal intensity within this segment is discarded in all subsequent analysis. We perform full simulations of the experiment to generate the expected scattering image as shown in Figure 2c. In the simulation, we use the theoretically predicted differential cross section and the most relevant experimental parameters such as the spatial, temporal, and velocity spreads of the beams and the ionization volume.\(^{3,4}\) The simulations therefore include detection bias such as flux to density effects and should reproduce the experimentally obtained image including asymmetries in resolution and signal intensity. A small additional Gaussian blurring of 1 to 2 ms\(^{-1}\) is applied to the simulated images to account for the imperfect velocity mapping conditions and other experimental imperfections.

The experimental and simulated images were analyzed using home written Matlab code to retrieve the angular scattering distributions.\(^{2,4,17}\) To improve the resolution of the angular scattering distributions, we apply the so-called Finite Slice Analysis method (FinA),\(^{17}\) which was recently developed by Suits and co-workers, to the raw images. Comparison between the experimental results and the theoretical predictions can now proceed in two ways. In Figure 2b, c, the experimentally obtained angular scattering distribution (red trace) is compared to the DCS as predicted by theory (black dashed trace) and to the angular scattering distribution that follows from the simulated image (blue trace), respectively. All of the angular distributions are normalized for the best overlap. The advantage of the first method is that the experimental results are directly compared to the inherent DCS of the scattering process predicted by theory; the disadvantage however is that both curves are not identical as the experiment blurs part of the structures found in the DCS, and also has an inhomogeneous detection bias with respect to the scattering angles. We therefore prefer to use the second method, as the simulations take these blurring effects into account resulting in two curves that should overlap. We therefore use this method to compare the experimental results with theory throughout, and conclude that both are in agreement if the experimental and simulated images yield the same angular scattering distributions.

From the example presented in Figure 2, it is clear that for NO + para-H₂ collisions we are able to resolve the finest structures present in the DCS such as diffraction oscillations. The diffraction peaks have an angular spacing \( \Delta \theta \) of about 7.2\(^\circ\), and excellent agreement between experiment and theory is obtained.

3.2. Scattering of NO Radicals with para-H₂. In Figure 3, we present our results for inelastic collisions between NO (1/2f) radicals and para-H₂ molecules, exciting the NO radicals to the 3/2e, 5/2f, 7/2e, 7/2f, 9/2f, and 11/2f final states. For each final state, the raw experimental image, the simulated image, and the angular distributions that follow from these images after applying FinA reconstruction are shown. For excitation into the lower final rotational states of NO, the angular scattering distribution is dominated by forward scattering and features a clear diffraction pattern. For higher final rotational states, no diffraction oscillations are observed, but a rotational rainbow starts to appear. With increasing values for \( j' \) of NO, the angle at which the rainbow is found also increases. In general, excellent agreement between experiment and theory is obtained. The diffraction structures, as well as the intensity and position of the rainbows, are accurately reproduced by the simulations. For the (7/2e) channel, there is a small component near forward scattering that appears more intense in the experiment than in the simulations, but this area is
close to the masked beamspot where our experiment is less sensitive. For the \((7/2f)\) channel, however, the experiment and simulation show a significant discrepancy. The theory predicts a DCS that contains a rainbow at a scattering angle around 60° and very low intensity at near-forward scattered angles. The experiment, by contrast, reveals a distribution that is characterized by a large forward scattered component without a clear rainbow signature. We defer a thorough discussion on this surprising disagreement between experiment and theory for this particular final state to section 3.4.

3.3. Scattering of NO Radicals with \textit{ortho-D}_2. In Figure 4 we report the results of a similar study for NO + \textit{ortho-D}_2 collisions.
Similar trends in the angular distributions are observed as for NO + \textit{para}-H\textsubscript{2}. Excitation to low final states is dominated by forward scattering and diffraction, whereas higher final states feature rainbows at near-side scattered angles. Compared to NO + \textit{para}-H\textsubscript{2} collisions, the diffraction peaks appear closer spaced, and the rainbows have their maximum intensity at smaller angles. Again, excellent agreement between experiment and theory is obtained, except for the (7/2f) channel (see section 3.4 for further discussion).

The main differences that are observed between NO + \textit{para}-H\textsubscript{2} and NO + \textit{ortho}-D\textsubscript{2} can be rationalized using simple semiclassical models for rotational energy transfer. First, we observe a smaller angular spacing between individual diffraction oscillation peaks for NO + D\textsubscript{2} than for NO + \textit{para}-H\textsubscript{2}. This difference can be
explained by a semiclassical model in which the diffraction structure results from a matter wave that diffracts from a spherical object. As described in detail by Onvlee et al., the angular spacing $\Delta \theta$ between the diffraction peaks within a hard-sphere scattering model is given by

$$\Delta \theta = \frac{\pi}{k R_0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

where $k$ is the wavenumber of the incoming matter wave and $R_0$ is the radius of the sphere. The collision energy $E_{coll}$ is related to $k$ via $\hbar k = \sqrt{2\mu E_{coll}}$, where $\mu$ is the reduced mass of the system (1.88 atomic units for NO–H$_2$ and 3.53 atomic units for NO–D$_2$). For both NO + para-H$_2$ and NO + ortho-D$_2$, the radius $R$ can be determined from a spatial contour plot of the interaction potential. An effective radius of the complex then follows the contour with an energy that equals the collision energy of the experiment. This contour is approximated by an ellipse with a major semiaxis $B$ and two major semiaxes $A_N$ and $A_O$ for the N-end and O-end of the molecule, respectively. Table 1 summarizes the values for $k$, $A_N$, and $A_O$ that apply to our experimental conditions, together with the predicted values for $\Delta \theta$.

Table 1. Parameters Used for NO + para-H$_2$ and NO + ortho-D$_2$ Collisions To Describe the Angular Spacing of Diffraction Oscillations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NO + para-H$_2$</th>
<th>NO + ortho-D$_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k (\epsilon_0)$</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_N (\epsilon_0)$</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>5.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_O (\epsilon_0)$</td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>6.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B (\epsilon_0)$</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>4.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \theta$ (deg) model</td>
<td>7.48</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \theta$ (deg) Exp</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"The major ($A_N$ and $A_O$) and minor ($B$) semiaxes follow the hard-shell model and are given in units of the Bohr radius ($\epsilon_0$). The angular spacing $\Delta \theta$ between diffraction peaks is calculated by the hard-sphere model ($\Delta \theta$ model) and from the experimentally observed diffraction pattern ($\Delta \theta$ Exp)."

The values for $k$, $A_N$, $A_O$, and $B$ that apply to our experimental conditions. Because the NO radical can almost be considered as a homo-nuclear molecule, the values for $A_N$ and $A_O$ are nearly identical. Following the analysis described by Onvlee et al., we use the largest value to determine $R_0$. The resulting values for $\Delta \theta$ are in good agreement with the values for the experimentally observed diffraction pattern. From Table 1, it is seen that the different values for $\Delta \theta$ for the two scattering systems mainly originate from the different values for $k$ of the incoming wave.

Second, the scattering angle at which the maximum of a rotational rainbow is found is different for both systems. In a classical picture, the rotational rainbow originates from trajectories with minimal deflection, but where sufficient incoming translational momentum is converted into molecular rotation. The rotational rainbow angle $\theta_r$ is expected at

$$\sin \left( \frac{1}{2} \theta_r \right) = \frac{\Delta j}{2 k (A_n - B)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

where $A_n$ denotes either the semiaxis $A_N$ or $A_O$ introduced before. For the NO radical in the $j = 1/2f$ initial state, $\Delta j$ is approximately equal to $j' + e/2$, where $\Lambda$-doubling components of parity have $\epsilon = \pm 1$ and components of $j$ parity have $\epsilon = -1$.

In Table 2, the values for $\Delta j$ are given for the $(9/2, f)$ and $(11/2, e)$ final states, together with the predicted values for $\theta_r$ and the experimentally determined angles at which the rainbows are found. Two rotational rainbows are considered: one from the N-end and another one from the O-end, described by the rainbow angles $\theta_{r,N}$ and $\theta_{r,O}$. It is seen that the experimentally determined rainbow angle $\theta_{r,Exp}$ is in between the values for $\theta_{r,O}$ and $\theta_{r,N}$. We conclude that, although the hard-shell model is less quantitative, it can qualitatively describe the origins of the rotational rainbow observed here. It is further seen that the rotational rainbow angle decreases with increasing value for $k$ and increases for larger values of $\Delta j$, consistent with eq 2.

3.4. Excitation to the 7/2f State. As is clear from the data sets presented in Figures 3 and 4, there is a significant disagreement between experiment and theory for excitation to the 7/2f channel. For this state, we measured a relatively large scattering intensity near forward scattering, whereas this component appears absent in the simulated images. Considering the excellent agreement obtained for all other final states, this disagreement is surprising. In order to investigate the discrepancy, we have performed a number of additional measurements and theoretical calculations. In this section, we summarize these efforts and report their results.

Since the discrepancy only occurs for one specific final state, one may suspect an experimental systematic error related to the detection of population in this final state. We have investigated this experimentally in a number of ways. First, we have studied inelastic collisions between NO radicals with helium atoms under the same experimental conditions, probing various final states. Potential energy surfaces for NO + He and NO + D$_2$ have already been tested before, and excellent agreement between experiment and theory was found throughout. In Figure 5, the experimental scattering image for the scattering process NO (1/2f) + He → NO (7/2f) + He is shown, together with the simulated results and the angular scattering distributions derived from these images. It is seen that for NO–He there is a good agreement between experiment and theory, although a small shift in rainbow position is observed. Nevertheless, the large forward scattered component that is measured for NO–H$_2$ and NO–D$_2$ collisions is not observed for NO–He collisions.

Second, we have studied the scattering process NO (1/2f) + D$_2$ → NO (7/2f) + D$_2$ in a different apparatus. Our laboratory operates two independent crossed beam scattering machines that contain identical Stark decelerators, but that use different beam intersection angles, beam sources, lasers, detector units, and data acquisition software. This allows us to revisit experimental results in an unbiased way, unveiling possible systematic errors due to machine-dependent experimental imperfections such as misalignments. Unfortunately, this machine can only operate with normal-D$_2$, but we will show below that the cross sections for NO + D$_2$(j = 0), NO + D$_2$(j = 1), and NO + D$_2$(j = 2) are very similar. In the lower half of Figure 6, we show the results for a measurement of the process NO (1/2f) + normal-D$_2$ → NO (7/2f) + normal-D$_2$, that is measured in a crossed beam scattering apparatus employing a 90° scattering angle, yielding a collision energy of 720 cm$^{-1}$. This collision energy is higher than...
the energy pertaining to the data presented in Figures 3 and 4, yet the trend of the angular distribution is the same. It features a significant forward scattered component and a relatively weak rainbow feature. The polarization of the laser (226 nm) used in the measurement is vertical. We also changed the polarization of the laser (226 nm) to horizontal; however, hardly any difference was observed. The theoretical calculations for this process, taking the \( j = 0, j = 1, \) and \( j = 2 \) populations of normal-D\(_2\) into account, again predict an angular distribution featuring a pronounced rainbow and low intensity at forward scattering.

Third, we have studied the scattering process NO (1/2f) + normal-D\(_2\) → NO (5/2e) + normal-D\(_2\). Rotational excitation of NO into the (5/2e) and (7/2f) states are expected to yield almost identical angular distributions, as the DCSs for these two excitations form a so-called parity pair. These measurements are again performed at high collision energy in the apparatus with a 90° crossing angle and directly compared to the measurements probing the (7/2f) final state. The resulting angular distributions for the (5/2e) and (7/2f) states are shown in the upper and lower panels of Figure 6, respectively, together with the theoretical predictions. It is seen that both measurements yield very similar angular distributions, as expected for these parity pairs, but for both states, a significant disagreement with theory is observed.

Since good agreement between experiment and theory is obtained NO + He, one may wonder whether initial population in excited rotational levels of the D\(_2\) molecule can explain the observed scattering behavior, although our measurements using normal-D\(_2\) suggest that initial population in \( j = 1 \) does not significantly change the scattering behavior. In Figure 7, the angular distributions are shown that are expected from theory for the hypothetical situation in which the D\(_2\) molecules are exclusively in the \( j = 0 \), \( j = 1 \), or \( j = 2 \) rotational states.

Figure 6. Experimental (Exp) and simulated (Sim) angular scattering distributions for NO + normal-D\(_2\) at a collision energy of 720 cm\(^{-1}\), probing the parity pairs (5/2e) (top) and (7/2f) (bottom).

Figure 7. Experimental (Exp) and simulated (Sim) angular scattering distributions for NO + normal-D\(_2\) at a collision energy of 720 cm\(^{-1}\), probing the final state (7/2f). The simulations are performed assuming the hypothetical situation where the D\(_2\) molecules are exclusively in the \( j = 0, j = 1, \) or \( j = 2 \) rotational states.

4. CONCLUSION

We have presented high-resolution measurements of state-to-state differential scattering cross sections for collisions of state-selected NO radicals with para-H\(_2\) and ortho-D\(_2\) molecules at a collision energy of 510 and 450 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively. Rotational rainbows as well as diffraction oscillations are fully resolved in the angular scattering distributions. In general, the measured distributions are in excellent agreement with the distributions that are predicted by quantum close-coupling scattering calculations, which are based on recently developed NO–H\(_2\) PESs. A significant discrepancy, however, is found for excitation into the (7/2f) state. This discrepancy is found for the scattering partners...
para-H₂, ortho-D₂, and normal D₂. Several additional experiments and calculations have been performed to elucidate the origin of the discrepancy, but no mechanism that can possibly explain the observations could be identified. This is surprising (and perhaps disturbing) in view of the quality of both experiment and theoretical treatments and in view of the excellent agreement that is found for other inelastic channels. There appears either an overlooked systematic error in the experiment or the theoretical calculations are inaccurate. The former appears unlikely considering the agreement that is obtained for NO+He and the similar discrepancy that is found for excitation into the final (5/2e) state. The latter appears unlikely considering the excellent agreement that is obtained for all other final states (and systems that we studied in the past). Further experiments and calculations are warranted to clarify this mystery.
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para-H₂, ortho-D₂, and normal D₂. Several additional experiments and calculations have been performed to elucidate the origin of the discrepancy, but no mechanism that can possibly explain the observations could be identified. This is surprising (and perhaps disturbing) in view of the quality of both experiment and theoretical treatments and in view of the excellent agreement that is found for other inelastic channels. There appears either an overlooked systematic error in the experiment or the theoretical calculations are inaccurate. The former appears unlikely considering the agreement that is obtained for NO+He and the similar discrepancy that is found for excitation into the associated parity pair (5/2e). The latter appears unlikely considering the excellent agreement that is obtained for all other final states (and systems that we studied in the past). Further experiments and calculations are warranted to clarify this mystery.
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